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Abstract
Speech synthesis based on unit selection can produce far more
natural speech than conventional diphone-based methods. Unit
selection based text-to-speech synthesizers have been built for
many different languages. In this paper, we describe the devel-
opment of TUT VOICE, the first Finnish unit selection synthe-
sis engine for academic research. The system includes database
construction, synthesis engine implementation and optimization
for Finnish.

1. Introduction
Unit selection [1] is a method of corpus-based concatenative
speech synthesis. It uses a large pre-recorded speech inventory
to provide a sufficient phonetic and prosodic coverage for a lan-
guage. Speech is produced by cutting and concatenating units
from the database.

One of the major challenges is how to select units from the
database. The selection process is guided by two costs, target
and join cost [1]. The target cost estimates similarity between
a candidate unit and a desired unit and join cost measures the
concatenation quality of two consecutive units in terms of the
continuity of the spectrum, F0, and energy.

When appropriate units are chosen in synthesis, contexts
are taken into account. However, the quality of synthesized
speech depends highly on the coverage of the database. One
basic idea of unit selection is to avoid signal processing modi-
fications i.e. prosodic modifications. This poses a challenge to
the inventory; it must provide not only a complete coverage of
synthesis units but also many instances of a same unit in differ-
ent contexts. The design of the database is thus important and
should be tailored to language-specific requirements. In addi-
tion, the style of the synthesized speech follows the style of the
database.

There has been a vast amount of research on unit selec-
tion TTS (text-to-speech) and voices have been developed for
many languages. Although there exists a fair amount of freely
available research and speech analysis tools (e.g. Festival [2]),
for a new language a proper database is still needed as well as
rules for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, linguistic parsing,
etc. Previously, a Finnish diphone voice (hy fi mv diphone [3])
has been built in Festival [2]. However, no prior academic re-
search has been devoted to building a unit selection voice for
Finnish. In addition, no suitable database has been available.

This paper describes the process of building a Finnish pro-
totype open-domain unit selection system TUT VOICE. The
building process of TUT VOICE consisted of two phases. The
first part, inventory construction, involved prompt selection,
recording of the inventory, utterance labeling and feature extrac-
tion. In the second part, a unit selection synthesis engine was

implemented consisting of target construction, unit sequence
selection and waveform concatenation. For TUT VOICE, some
ideas from Festival were adopted but the system was built to
work independently from it.

This paper is organized as follows. Finnish phonetics
and phonology are explained briefly in Section 2. Section 3
describes the prompt design, recordings and labeling of the
database. In Section 4, the synthesis engine implementation and
cost adaptation for Finnish are explained. Section 5 reports the
results of the listening experiments. Some important findings
and future work are given in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Finnish phonetics and phonology

Although a unit selection synthesizer can be built on having lit-
tle or no knowledge of the language (e.g. [4]), understanding
the characteristics of the language is important for good quality
TTS. Some issues presented in this chapter helped us to un-
derstand some errors occurring in the synthesized speech. This
chapter outlines the basic principles of Finnish phonetics and
phonology from the viewpoint of what is needed for building a
speech synthesizer.

2.1. Phoneme system and orthography

Phonemes are typically divided into consonants and vowels.
There are eight vowels in Finnish: /A/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /y/, /a/,
and /ø/. Vowels can occur both short and long and form se-
quences and diphthongs. Compared to other languages, the
number of vowels in Finnish is high [5]. On the other hand,
a relatively low number of consonants exists. The low number
of consonants enables the appearance of a high number of al-
lophones [5]. The consonants and allophones are summarized
in Table 1. Consonants are marked using the notation of the
Finno-Ugric transcription instead of the International Phonetic
Alphabet. Most of the consonants in Table 1 can form gemi-
nates. In addition, the consonants /b/, /g/, /f/, and /S/ occur only
in relatively new loanwords.

Finnish orthography is phonemic: each phoneme corre-
sponds to a certain grapheme and allophones are not pointed
out. Short phoneme quantities are written with a single
grapheme (e.g. i) whereas long phoneme quantities (e.g. ii) and
diphthongs (e.g. au) with two graphemes. There is only one ex-
ception: the orthographic correspondent for the phoneme /N/ is
ng. The main differences between the Finnish orthography and
pronunciation are due to assimilation and boundary gemination
[5].
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Table 1: Finnish consonants and their allophones.

phoneme allophones examples
plosive p [p] pallo

t [t] [t»] tutti, tutit
k [k] [k

¿
] katu, kirje

d [d] lyhde
nasal m [m] [m» ] maila, kamferi

n [n] [m] onni, päähänpisto
[m» ] [n

¿
] fanfaari, tunti

[N] kenkä
N [N] [N

¡
] kengät, kangas

fricative s [s] sana
h [h] [H] tahto, raha

lateral l [l] [ł] lika, laki
trill r [r] [D] penger, taru

[̌r] tutkimusretki
approximant V [V] vanha

j [j] juhla

2.2. Syllables and syllabification

Every word can be divided into one or more syllables. Each
syllable in Finnish has a vowel as a sonant, i.e. every syllable
must contain at least one vowel. The syllable structure list is
given in Table 2. Letters C and V denote a consonant and a
vowel, respectively. The notation VV denotes a long vowel or a
diphthong. The structure of the most common Finnish syllables
is simple and no complex consonant clusters exist as Table 2
shows. The majority of the words are polysyllabic. Only 17%
of the words in the sentence set used in database construction
(Section 3) were monosyllabic. For comparison, the respective
number for English calculated from CMU ARCTIC database
[6] was 72%.

Table 2: Finnish syllable types.

common CV CVC CVV CVVC VC
V VV CVCC VVC VCC

rare CCV CCVC CCVV CCVVC CCVCC

The syllabification rules for Finnish are simple and no dic-
tionaries are needed. Only foreign words and compound words
can cause some exceptions. According to [5], Finnish syllabifi-
cation can be carried out using the following rules:

• A syllable boundary appears before every sequence CV
(e.g. ka-tu)

• A syllable boundary appears inside every sequence VV
unless the sequence is a diphthong or long vowel (e.g. a-
lu-e)

• A vowel sequence VV ending with /i/ is a diphthong if it
is not in the first syllable (e.g. u-te-li-ai-suus)

• A vowel sequence VV ending with /u/ or /y/ and not lo-
cated in the first syllable can be realized as a diphthong
or a vowel sequence (e.g. päi-vä-ys, päi-väys).

2.3. Prosody

Prosody is not expressed through simple phonetic segments but
larger units like syllables, words, sentences or even paragraphs.
Prosodic features, such as quantity, stress and intonation play

an important role in conveying information. It is generally be-
lieved that the naturalness of synthesized speech is improved
through better prosody modeling. Although our unit selection
synthesizer does not explicitly model prosody, there is a need
to extract linguistic features that are assumed to affect the syn-
thesized prosody. Thus understanding of Finnish prosody can
help optimize the database and come up with meaningful target
costs for synthesis.

One important manifestation of prosody is quantity. It can
be determined physically or linguistically [7]. Physical quan-
tity corresponds to a duration of a phoneme while linguistic
quantity describes how a native speaker perceives the length.
In Finnish there are two distinctive quantities: short and long
for both vowels and consonants (geminates). The ratio of short
and long vowel durations often differs from 1 : 2 [7].

Finnish word stress is fixed. The primary stress is always
on the first syllable while the second and the last syllable are
unstressed. In longer words, secondary stress can occur as well.

Voice quality can also be considered as a dimension of
prosody. In Finnish, the use of a creaky voice at least at the
end of a sentence is a frequent phenomenon although it can also
appear elsewhere in the sentence [8]. Diphone-based synthe-
sizers avoid the problem of creaky endings, since diphones are
extracted from a stable speech section and they are modified to
be suitable for every part of a sentence. However, a unit selec-
tion synthesizer faces the problem since all the speech material
is used for synthesis and for example TUT VOICE does not
carry out prosodic modifications.

3. Database and voice construction
The lack of appropriate speech databases is a major problem
for smaller languages like Finnish. An important output of this
project is a speech database consisting of 1 003 utterances opti-
mized for TTS synthesis and spoken by a female speaker. The
sentences are narrative and read in a vivid style, since we aimed
at expressive prosody. Hence, the database should also be useful
for prosody research purposes.

3.1. Prompt design

The speech inventory was designed for Finnish unit selection
synthesis using diphone-sized units. The design followed the
idea of the English CMU ARCTIC databases [6]. In total 33
Finnish out-of-copyright books with 203 339 sentences were
extracted from Project Gutenberg [9]. Altogether 46 067 sen-
tences with 6-15 words were used as source data for the greedy
prompt sentence selection.

Short and long phoneme quantities were treated as different
phonemes in the selection. Due to the high allophonic vari-
ation of the Finnish consonants, a diphone variant-based ap-
proach was taken. By the concept of a diphone variant we dis-
tinguish diphones with similar phone content but variation in
allophone content or syllabic position. For example, the intra-
syllabic diphone a n in the word vanha ([vAn-hA], old in En-
glish) is considered different from the intra-syllabic variant in
the word vanki ([vAN-ki], prisoner) as well as the inter-syllabic
variant in the word vana ([vA-nA], trail). If the variants are ig-
nored in the prompt selection, there is no guarantee, that all the
variants are included in the inventory.

Two separate sets of prompt sentences were selected. The
first set (Set A) was optimized to provide full coverage of di-
phone variants occurring in the source data. New sentences
were included as long as there were diphone variants missing
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Figure 1: Distribution of the most frequent diphone variants in
the inventory.

from the inventory. If several sentences with an equal num-
ber of new diphone variants were encountered, selection was
based on the frequency of the sentences’ diphone variants in the
source data. Since boundary gemination makes it difficult to
predict the actual pronunciation on the word boundaries, inter-
word diphone variants were ignored in optimization. Due to
vowel harmony in Finnish, front and back vowels do not appear
in the same word and inter-word diphone variants consisting of
vowels were taken into account.

The second set (Set B) was designed to be rich in sylla-
bles. Allophonic variation and stress were taken into account
in the selection. Stress in Finnish is fixed and word-initial syl-
lables were considered stressed and the word-final unstressed.
Sentences were greedily selected by choosing always the one
providing the largest amount of new syllables. The last word
of each sentence was ignored due to the possible occurrence of
creaky endings. The first word of each sentence as well as the
monosyllabic words were ignored. Sentences of the Set A were
taken into account in the selection. After manual removal of
archaic and foreign sentences, a set of 1 003 prompt sentences
was left. Sentences were recorded with a female voice using a
sampling frequency of 32 kHz.

The distribution of the most frequent diphone variants in the
inventory is illustrated in Figure 1. The solid line denotes the
percentage of diphone variant instances of all the instances in
the inventory while the dashed line denotes the corresponding
value for the source data. As can be seen, the inventory dis-
tribution follows well the source data. The 440 most frequent
diphone variants cover 90% of the inventory.

3.2. Automatic labeling

Automatic labeling of the inventory utterances used scripts of
the Multisyn build tool [10] with slight modifications. HMM-
based (hidden Markov model) phoneme models were trained
with HTK (Hidden Markov Model toolkit) [11] and forced
alignment was used for the phone boundary determination.
Boundary alignment was done by using 5-state monophone
HMMs. Plosives were divided into closure and explosion
phases and separate 4-state HMMs were trained for them. Diph-
thongs turned out to be very difficult for the alignment and were
therefore trained as separate models instead of separating the
phones. Diphone boundaries were computed as the midpoint
between the phone boundaries except for the plosives which had
an aligned boundary between the closure and explosion.

Inventory utterances were spoken relatively fast which

complicated automatic labeling. Some of the phones were very
short, such as /l/, /j/, and vowels belonging to diphthongs. They
get fused together and even manual labeling of these phones
turned out to be difficult. In synthesis, /l/ and /j/ should be ex-
tracted as triphones rather than diphones. However, this would
require including more data in the inventory in order to guaran-
tee full coverage.

4. Synthesis engine implementation
The TUT VOICE synthesis engine was implemented as a pro-
totype unit selection TTS system for academic use. The im-
plementation was inspired by the Festival TTS framework [2].
Adding new voices is easy and requires no system compilation.
Adjusting the synthesis parameters such as the target and join
subcost weights as well as changing the grapheme-to-phoneme
rule sets can be done without compilation. The core system
is implemented for Linux in C++ and the voice construction
scripts in Perl. Examples of synthesized speech are available at
[12].

4.1. Target construction

Grapheme-to-phoneme mapping for Finnish is quite straight-
forward and syllabification is done based on some simple rules
described in Section 2. The structure of the input sentence is de-
termined by parsing the sentence into a tree-like form similarly
to Festival.

4.2. Unit sequence search

Selection of the candidate unit sequence is carried out by com-
puting the total cost C(t,u) between the target unit sequence t
and a candidate unit sequence u [1] as

C(t,u) =

NX
i=1

Ct(ti, ui) +

NX
i=2

Cj(ui−1, ui). (1)

Here Ct(ti, ui) denotes the target cost between a target unit ti

and a candidate unit ui and Cj(ui−1, ui) the join cost between
candidate units ui−1 and ui. The best candidate unit sequence
u∗ is the one that minimizes the total cost, i.e.

u∗ = arg min
u

C(t,u). (2)

Optimization is done by using the Viterbi search algorithm [1].

4.3. Target cost

The target cost is used to estimate the dissimilarity between a
target unit and a candidate unit from the inventory. It is formed
as a weighted sum of subcosts. Subcosts are selected in a way
that they can characterize the phonetic and prosodic properties
of the units.

The formula for the target cost Ct(ti, ui) of a target unit ti

and a candidate unit ui is [1]

Ct(ti, ui) =

qX
n=1

wt
nCt

n(ti, ui), (3)

where q denotes the number of subcosts Ct
n and wt

n a weight
given to each subcost.

The used subcosts were the position in syllable, word, and
sentence; stress; and left and right phoneme context. All the
subcost weights were manually adjusted.
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Table 3: Synthesis parameters for the target subcosts.

target subcost feature values weight
position in

syllable {initial, medial, final, inter} 0.1
word {initial, medial, final, inter} 0.1

sentence {initial, medial, final} 0.3
stress {primary, secondary, unstressed} 0.35

phone context
left {a, a:, b, b: . . ., oe:} 0.1

right {a, a:, b, b: . . ., oe:} 0.05

As in Festival, the highest weight was given to stress. Three
different cases were distinguished: syllables with primary and
secondary stress and syllables with no stress. Since the primary
stress is always on the first syllable in Finnish, word stress is
related to word boundary detection [7]. Stress was therefore
considered important in terms of intelligibility as well.

The second highest weight was given to the unit’s position
in a sentence. High weight was used in order to avoid the selec-
tion of the candidate units with a creaky voice for the target units
not from sentence-final words. A unit’s position in a syllable
and word were not considered as important and were less highly
weighted. Units were considered either sentence/word/syllable
initial, medial, final, or interword/intersyllable.

Allophonic variation of the phonemes was not taken into ac-
count in the transcription. Instead, coarticulation was estimated
by the left and right context subcosts.

4.4. Join cost

The join cost is used to estimate the audible mismatches occur-
ring in unit concatenation. Similarly to the target cost, the join
cost is formed as a weighted sum of subcosts. Differences in
spectral features, F0, and power are typically considered in join
cost computation [1]. Formula for the join cost Cj(ui−1, ui)
for candidate units ui−1 and ui is [1]

Cj(ui−1, ui) =

pX
n=1

wj
nCj

n(ui−1, ui), (4)

p denoting the number of join subcosts Cj
n and wj

n the weight
given to each subcost.

A continuous pitch contour on the unit boundaries was
achieved by using the distance of the units’ F0 as a join subcost.
However, since no F0 is extracted for the unvoiced segments,
the F0 join subcost between two arbitrarily selected unvoiced
segments equals zero. Therefore the use of F0 subcost can not
guarantee good overall pitch contour. To overcome the prob-
lem, we linearly interpolated the values for the unvoiced parts
based on the F0 values of the surrounding voiced parts. Values
were normalized to have mean value of 0 and variation of 1.

Spectral mismatches were estimated by the weighted mean-
square error (WMSE) of LSFs (Line spectral frequency coeffi-
cients). In comparison to MFCCs (Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficients), LSFs have turned out to estimate better the occurring
audible mismatches [13]. The WMSE of two LSF frames f1
and f2 is computed as [14]

d(f1, f2) =

pX
n=1

wn(f1(n)− f2(n))2, (5)

where wn denotes the weight and f1(n) and f2(n) the nth co-
efficients of the frames f1 and f2, respectively. The weight wn

is given as

wn = max
i=1,2

1

fi(n)− fi(n− 1)
+

1

fi(n)− fi(n + 1)
. (6)

The waveform amplitude was controlled by the power join
cost. The subcost value was computed as the absolute differ-
ence of the power of one pitch period at the concatenation point.
Extracted power values were normalized into range of [0, 1].

Difficulties in labeling of some short and poorly detectable
phonemes were compensated by introducing a triphone join
subcost. Especially the phonemes /l/ and /j/ were found to be
very difficult to label correctly, even manually. The aim of
the triphone cost was to guide the selection in these cases to-
wards triphone-sized candidate units rather than splitting the
short phonemes in order to form diphones. The triphone cost
was defined to get a value of 1 if the diphone should be selected
as a triphone and 0 otherwise. By using the weighted triphone
subcost rather than forced triphone selection, a wider variety of
candidate units was achieved.

The weights for each join subcost are listed in Table 4. Dif-
ferences in weighting indicate the different range of subcost val-
ues rather than importance of a certain feature.

Table 4: Weights for the TUT VOICE join subcosts.

target subcost weight
F0 0.05

LSF 1
power 3

triphone 1

4.5. Pre-selection

In order to speed up the unit sequence search, a pre-selection
was used. Units with numerous instances in the inventory were
divided into groups of inter- and intra-syllabic instances. Units
from the other group were not considered as candidate units
and were therefore left out from the search. For the diphones
with less than 5 instances, no pre-selection was carried out. The
effect of pre-selection was tested by synthesizing a set of utter-
ances with and without the pre-selection. Among 300 synthe-
sized sentences, 222 were the same regardless of whether the
pre-selection was used or not.

4.6. Waveform concatenation

Unit waveforms were extracted from the inventory utterances
pitch-synchronously. Diphone boundaries were aligned at the
midpoints between the phone boundaries determined by HTK.
As an exception, the plosives were divided at the end of the clo-
sure determined by HTK. In order to achieve pitch-synchronous
waveform extraction, the boundary was moved on the nearest
pitch mark.

Glitches on the unit boundaries were avoided by allowing
some overlapping. The best concatenation point was deter-
mined by finding the width of overlap that provided the highest
value of cross correlation. A smooth transition was obtained by
averaging the signals in the overlapping region. Roughly one
pitch period of overlap was allowed.

Figure 2 illustrates the utterance “Sehän on jo valmis
rautatie, penger tehty, ojat kaivettu, kiskot pantu paikoilleen.”
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Figure 2: F0 contours for (a) recorded utterance, synthesized
utterance (b) with F0 interpolation, and (c) without F0 interpo-
lation.

as (a) recorded, (b) synthesized with F0 interpolation, and (c)
without F0 interpolation. Note the undesirable jumps in the F0

in the utterance with no interpolation used in F0 extraction.

5. Listening experiments
Since the output of a TTS system is speech, the evaluation of a
TTS system is usually carried out by conducting listening tests.
With speech coders, a MOS test is commonly used and it has
also been applied to TTS system assessment. Our questionnaire
(in Table 6) included three question concerning intelligibility,
general quality and naturalness.

A total of 1 000 sentences were generated using sentences
similar to those in [15] as well as narrative sentences. From
these, 14 sentences were randomly chosen. One major prob-
lem in unit selection speech synthesizers is to make them pro-
duce robust quality. An all-inclusive or even a comprehensive
evaluation through listening experiments is extremely difficult
or impossible. The random selection was inevitable due to the
varying quality of the sentences. Thus, we could have chosen a
set of 14 sentences that would get the highest scores as well as
a set of 14 sentences that would obtain low scores at least for
quality and naturalness.

These 14 sentences were rated by 8 native Finnish listeners
and the averaged results and the corresponding values of stan-
dard deviation are shown in Table 5. The ratings from different
MOS tests can not be compared with each other, but an inter-
ested reader is referred to [15] where some commercial Finnish
TTS systems were evaluated.

Table 5: Listening test ratings.

average worst best
sentence sentence

intelligibility 3.61 (1.00) 2.25 (0.89) 4.63 (0.52)
naturalness 2.99 (0.89) 2.38 (0.92) 4.25 (0.46)

quality 3.20 (0.70) 2.63 (0.52) 3.88 (0.64)

Table 6: Evaluation questionnaire.

INTELLIGIBILITY:
Did you understand everything without an effort,
how would you describe the pronunciation?
5 Excellent (no efforts, very clear pronunciation)
4 Good (small mistakes on pronunciation

but did not bother)
3 Fair (a little annoying mistakes appeared)
2 Poor (annoying errors)
1 Bad (I did not understand the content

because of too strong errors)
QUALITY:
How would you describe the speech quality?
5 Excellent (nothing bothered)
4 Good
3 Fair
2 Poor
1 Bad (I could not listen to speech of

this quality a moment longer)
PROSODY AND NATURALNESS:
Did the sample sound natural?
5 Very natural
4 Natural
3 Somewhat natural
2 Unnatural
1 Highly unnatural

6. Findings and future work
The database consisted only of approximately 1.5 hours of
speech. CMU ARCTIC databases are of similar size but the re-
sults of Blizzard Challenge implied that the original databases
were too small [10]. It is a small database compared to the many
commercial systems that use around tens of hours of speech.
Due to the small database and its expressive style, naturalness
and concatenation smoothness turned out to be somewhat con-
tradictory requirements. The synthesis was found to sound rich
in prosody but sometimes at the cost of concatenation smooth-
ness.

The current TUT VOICE system was implemented as a
prototype and no extensive tuning of the system was done. The
weights for the costs were tuned by hand but automatic phone-
specific subcost training will be carried out in the future. Some
very bad labeling mistakes were corrected manually and ex-
tra logic was included in the synthesizer to reduce label mis-
matches but finally the whole database should be manually cor-
rected. In its current form, TUT VOICE is not yet suitable for
real-time speech synthesis but in the future, it will be modified
to work real-time.

Creaky endings that are common in Finnish require some
extra handling. The database design process took sentence-final
syllables into account and did not accept them for coverage op-
timization. In the recordings, although special attention was
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paid on using a creaky voice at the end of a sentence, they still
appeared. In synthesis, creaky endings are currently handled
through target costs, i.e. by penalizing the use of sentence fi-
nal diphones elsewhere. On the other hand, the use of creaky
voice quality at the end of a synthesized sentence can improve
naturalness.

Sentences for the listening test were picked randomly and
the results illustrated the general problem of unit selection:
quality variability. The prosody of the synthesized speech was
not rated as high as we expected. We found that it was mainly
because of strange phoneme durations. In Finnish, phoneme
duration plays a relatively important role. On the contrary, in-
tonation is generally rather monotonic compared to many other
languages. F0 in the synthesized speech was found to be quite
successful.

7. Conclusions
This paper described the design and implementation of a
Finnish unit selection TTS system called TUT VOICE. The
quality of current commercial English unit selection speech
synthesizers is high and the focus has moved into flexibility,
for example generating new styles and emotions. The quality of
TUT VOICE is not yet at the same level, and one reason for that
is a rather small database (1.5 hours). However, TUT VOICE
is a step towards natural, and style-variable flexible high-quality
speech synthesis in Finnish.
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